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Every manufactured metal product, from cars to airplanes, relies on cutting tools that 

inevitably wear out. But what if artificial intelligence (AI) could optimize this process 

and detect tool wear with high accuracy? A system developed is making this a reality. 

 

In modern manufacturing, the ability to cut metal efficiently is crucial. However, a long-

standing challenge is detecting and managing the gradual wear that cutting tools 
experience. Worn tools can lead to defective parts, production delays, and wasted 

resources.  

 

To address this problem, Anas Sayegh, a graduate student in the Department of 

Production at Lund University, developed a system that leverages the power of AI. His 
approach involves performing controlled cutting experiments to generate a dataset of 

tool wear images under various realistic conditions. These images are then annotated 

with key wear metrics like flank wear, crater wear etc. 

 
Using this dataset, Sayegh trained a sophisticated deep learning model known as a 

convolutional neural network (CNN). The model learns to accurately detect and classify 

wear on cutting tools. By analyzing the microscopic textures and patterns in images of 

worn tools, the AI system can essentially see signs of wear that many might miss. 

 
The implications can be significant. With this AI-driven approach, manufacturers can 

optimize the life of their cutting tools, knowing exactly when a tool needs replacement. 

This prevents unexpected tool failures that can shut down production. It also reduces 

costs by avoiding unnecessary early replacements of tools that still have life left. 

 
Beyond improving the efficiency of existing cutting processes, this AI technology opens 

new possibilities. Manufacturers can use the insights from tool wear detections to fine-

tune the cutting parameters themselves, such as the speed, feed rate, and depth of cut. 

By finding the optimal settings that balance productivity and tool life, even further 

savings can be achieved. 

 

As Sayegh's work demonstrates, the future of metal cutting is digital. Smart factories 

that embrace AI will not only cut metal, but costs and waste as well, all while boosting 

productivity. This research project is a glimpse into that future, where intelligent 

machines work alongside humans to transform manufacturing. 
 

 


